Plush
Plush seamlessly brings together the endurance needed for
commercial spaces with the relaxed comforts of home.

RICHLY LUXURIOUS.
BEYOND COMFORTABLE.
Now more than ever, design for commercial and home spaces
is blending. Plush Lounge seamlessly brings together the
endurance needed for commercial spaces with the relaxed
comforts of home.
Introducing a smart range of freestanding and modular
seating components, along with coordinating tables, that
provide the flexibility and comfort needed in today’s everchanging environments.
Make Plush your own with:
• A choice of Metal or Wood leg styles and optional Plinth
Accent
• Contrasting components, like the upholstery or legs and
Plinth Accent, to create a signature look
• Integrated Table Cabinet Accents to allow for a truly
personalized specification
• A holistic surface materials palette—veneers, wood
finishes, woodgrain and solid laminate tops and accents,
black and aluminum accents, and a nearly endless range of
graded-in and contract upholsteries
Plush is responsible too. It considers the environment by using
renewable and recyclable materials, allowing it to achieve
indoor air quality and BIFMA level® certifications, and complies
with the mechanical standards that focus on safety and
durability to meet BIFMA Compliant® certification.

Sophisticated Versatility.
Plush is a smart range of freestanding and modular components
that provide the versatility needed for today's spaces.
Whether you're looking to create a casual gathering area,
sophisticated lobby, touchdown spots, or anything in between,
Plush provides unmatched versatility in functionality and style
to configure the perfect space for your needs.

Complete Your Look.

Enhance your spaces with our Cush
Pillows. Available in multiple shapes
and sizes, and with or without piping,
to bring the comforts of home or add
sophistication to any space.

Broad Flexibility.
Create lounge areas that address not only your
design needs, but also your users' needs. And as
workplace needs change, easily rearrange Plush into
supportive configurations. Flexibility abounds with
Plush to continuously bring your vision to life.

Unexpected Details.
Optional laminate accents in
occasional tables allow for
additional personalization,
while the Iconic leg provides
a Mid-Century vibe.

The Comforts Of Home.
Plush brings the comforts of home into working spaces.
With every touch point, from every angle, Plush was built with
comfort in mind. You can feel the comfort. See the comfort.
From the coziness of the seat, back, and arms to the warmth
of the wood components, Plush creates spaces where people
want to gather, work, and re-energize.

Details + Options:

Surface Materials:
Veneers, Laminates, and Seating Finishes
Our veneer options feature our UV topcoat finish, UVAdvantage. The result is a low-emitting finish that provides exceptional depth, clarity, durability, and chemical
resistance throughout the life of the product.

Metal Legs: Plush models come
standard with a Metal Leg to
provide a clean, contemporary
look that easily coordinates with
any environment. Available in your
choice of Aluminum or Black.

Wood Legs: Add warmth to any
space by specifying the optional
Iconic Wood Leg which boasts
a unique perspective from every
angle and adds a Mid-Century vibe.
Available in a broad range of finishes.

Wood Plinth Accent: Take your
Plush setting to the next level
with the addition of a wood Plinth
Accent. Available for use with the
Metal or Wood Legs and in a broad
range of finishes.

Beyond Comfort: With every touch
point, Plush was built with comfort in
mind. In fact, the "comfort wrinkles"
are essentially saying...you're gonna
want to sit here. Add a Cush Pillow for
extra comfort or a fun accent.

Beigewood (BW)
TFL, HPL, Seating*

Sugar Maple (SM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Oak Riftwood (ORW)
Sunglow Walnut (SW)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL, Seating* Veneer, Seating

Fawn Oak (FO)
Veneer*, Seating*

Smoky Brown Pear (SBP)
Weathered Ash (WTA)
Veneer*, TFL, HPL, Seating* Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating*

Asian Night (AS)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Studio Teak (TK)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Pinnacle Walnut (PNW)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Harvest Maple (HVM)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating*

Medium Oak (MO)
Veneer*, Seating*

Golden Cherry (GC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer, Seating

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer, Seating

Shaker Cherry (SKC)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Select Cherry (SCH)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Williamsburg Cherry (WC) Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating
Veneer, Seating

Dark Cherry (DC)
Veneer, Seating

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer, Seating*

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, TFL, HPL, Seating

Designer White (WH)
TFL, HPL, Seating

Black (BL)
TFL, HPL, Seating

* Finish is Low Sheen

Accent Laminate Options
Stay Connected: All of the Plush
Club Chairs, Settees, Sofas, and
Ottomans have options and locations
for power, while Tables have options
and locations for grommets and
power. Available in Black or Silver.

Gang It Together: Flexibility abounds
with Plush. Whether you're looking
to arrange an L-Shape, U-Shape, or
anything in between, Plush allows you
to gang and reconfigure settings to fit
your needs.

Contrasting Colors: Personalize
Plush through a variety of options,
including selecting contrasting
finishes for the Plinth Accent and
Wood Leg or contrasting upholsteries
on the seat/back and arms/surround.

Table Cabinet Accents: Create an
unexpected detail or add a touch
of color by specifying the optional
Cabinet HPL Accent on a variety of
our Plush Veneer Table options.

Designer White (WH)
HPL

White Sand (WS)
HPL

Fashion Grey (FHG)
HPL

Pepperdust (PPD)
HPL

Slate Grey (SG)
HPL

Blush (BSH)
HPL

Enamel (ENL)
HPL

First Kiss (FK)
HPL

Summer Vacation (SV)
HPL

Surfin USA (SUS)
HPL

Statement of Line:
Metal Finish Options
Club Chair
#620

Settee
#6202

Corner Unit
#620-90C

Sofa
#6203

Aluminum (ALUM)

Black (BLK)

Upholstery Options
Club Chair with 1 Arm
#620L or #620R (shown)

Ganging Corner Table
#620-3333CGT
#620-3333CGTT (TFL)

Settee with 1 Arm
#6202L or #6202R (shown)

Ganging End Table
#620-2433GET
#620-2433GETT (TFL)

Sofa with 1 Arm
#6203L or #6203R (shown)

Ganging InLine Table
#620-2433GT
#620-2433GTT (TFL)

Cocktail Table
#620-2445CT
#620-2445CTT (TFL)

31"x33" Ottoman
#620-3133OT

Ganging Brackets
#620-000GB

26" Square Ottoman
#620-2626OT

Our broad range of graded in and contract options give you complete freedom
to specify furniture in the colors and designs of your choice, including the ability
for single or contrasting upholsteries.

Colors represented in this brochure are high-resolution reproductions and may
vary slightly from the actual product. To order samples, please contact our
Customer Service team or order online at www.indianafurniture.com. Graining
and finish colors may vary, yet will continue to complement, across Veneer, HPL,
TFL, and Seating products due to the inherent differences of these materials.

Black (BL)
HPL

Effortless Integration.
Plush's flexible design aesthetic allows it to fluidly complement
other furniture, like Spirit Lounge chairs, to create a cohesive
and welcoming environment.
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